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Abstract 

  

An important consideration when designing a building is the heat transfer rate through the 

building’s walls. This is not a trivial calculation, however, as there are a multitude of factors that 

affect the overall heat transfer. An accurate model must account for factors such as wall 

composition, interior and exterior temperatures, and environmental factors. The most crucial 

environmental factor is wind, as it introduces heat transfer by convection to a model that 

otherwise only considers conduction. This project aims to calculate the heat transfer rate through 

a composite wall for various external wind speeds, temperatures, and incident angles. To do so, a 

Matlab model is created which uses the Finite Volume Method in combination with several 

convection heat transfer correlations. The user may input the interior temperature, free stream 

wind temperature, wind velocity, and incident wind angle, from which the script calculates the 

total heat transfer rate through the wall. Resulting trends from this study are: heat transfer rate 

increases as the wind temperature decreases, the incident angle increases, or the wind speed 

increases. The Matlab model created for this project is validated by comparing calculated 

convective heat transfer coefficients to those published in related journal articles.  

 

Purpose 

 

The purpose of this project is to develop and verify a heat transfer model of thermal energy 

through an insulated wall that is exposed to an external flow with known conditions. To do so, 

heat transfer due to conduction through the wall and convection at the exterior surface of the wall 

are considered. Furthermore, the effects of incident angle, velocity, and temperature of the wind 

on total heat transfer rate through a composite wall are analyzed. 

 

Background 

The velocity, direction and temperature of air blowing on a structure all influence the amount of 

heat transferred through a structure’s walls. It is important to consider the heat transfer through a 

structure’s walls because heating and cooling costs are dependent upon the amount of thermal 

energy retained within a structure. This study seeks to further validate and improve upon the 

general understanding of heat transfer through a wall exposed to external wind.   

Previous Works 

It is previously understood that wind speed has a greater effect than wind direction on heat 

transfer through a building wall, and that wind perpendicular to a wall transfers the most amount 

of heat [1]. Furthermore, the works of T. Defraeye et al [2] and B. Blocken et al [3] investigate 

the effects of external wind conditions on heat transfer through a structure’s walls. T. Defraeye et 

al investigate the effects of wind speed and direction on convective heat transfer coefficients 

(CHTCs) for wind blowing over a wall [2]. The investigation reports mean CHTCs for a range of 

mean wind velocities. The mean CHTCs reported are wind speed weighted averages of CHTCs 

for incident wind angles between 0º and 360º. B. Blocken et al determine convective heat 

transfer coefficients via computational fluid dynamics (CFD) at the facade of a low-rise building 

for various external wall conditions [3]. The study reports several equations for calculating the 

CHTC of an associated incident wind angle at a user defined wind speed. The input wind speed 
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is the wind speed 10m into the free stream flow. The results from these studies provide a basis of 

comparison, and ideally, validation for the model developed for this project. 

Initial Model 

Last spring, the project team created a Matlab model that utilized the Finite Volume Method to 

calculate the heat transfer rate through an insulated, studded wall with a non-uniform thermal 

conductivity profile. This heat transfer rate was then used to determine whether a more 

expensive, higher-quality insulation would be a wise investment. The model considered the 

inside and outside wall temperatures to be fixed, and the corresponding wall surfaces isothermal. 

However, it only accounted for the heat transfer due to conduction. In a place such as Laramie, 

WY in particular, it is unreasonable to assume the outside air is always still. It is far more 

reasonable to analyze the heat transfer through the wall as a system of conduction through the 

wall and convection due to wind at the exterior surface. The previously developed model is 

adapted to account for the heat transfer effects of wind on the external wall surface. The newly 

developed model will be used to further validate results from previously conducted studies and 

will also be used to validate the previously developed conduction model. Figure 1, below, 

illustrates the modeled system.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Cross-section of a studded, composite wall section with external wind. The wind may have variable 

temperature, velocity, and incident angle. 
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Methods 

 

As previously mentioned, the project team has already created a program to model heat transfer 

by conduction through a composite wall. It is first necessary to determine how to update the 

model to account for convection at the exterior surface. The model should account for laminar 

and turbulent flow regions and different incident wind angles on the wall. Once it is determined 

how to rework the existing program, it is necessary to define the flow region criteria and 

reasonable values of wind speed and temperature, as these are crucial factors in convective heat 

transfer. 

 

Updating the Model 

In order to integrate the heat transfer effects of convection into the previously existing 

conduction model, the original Finite Volume Method is made more efficient and all minor bugs 

are removed from the original script. Heat transfer effects due to both forced and natural 

convection are added to the script. These effects are specifically introduced by analyzing heat 

transfer due to laminar and turbulent flow over a plane wall surface. A critical Reynolds number 

is introduced and defines two distinct flow regions, laminar and turbulent, as seen in Figure 2 

below. The critical Reynolds number is defined as 3.5 x 105 [4]. 

 

Figure 2. Flow over a flat surface, showing the transition from laminar to turbulent flow. The wall in question is 

long enough that this phenomenon occurs for all of the selected wind velocities. 

From the critical Reynolds number, a critical length is defined as the end of the laminar region 

and start of the turbulent region. From the applied wind conditions, a convective heat transfer 

coefficient is found for each respective region. The transition region is neglected. Then, by 

weighting each heat transfer coefficient by the percentage of the wall in each respective flow 

region, the total heat transfer of the wall is determined. A detailed flow chart of the model’s logic 

is contained in Appendix II.  

Model Inputs 

In addition to an isothermal interior wall temperature of 20 ºC, year-round wind speeds and 

temperatures specific to Laramie, WY are used as the inputs to the model. Temperatures of -7, 1, 

9 and 18 ºC are selected for the free stream temperature inputs. Each value selected is a mean of 

the average daily high and average daily low at four different season conditions (cold, moderate, 

and warm) that cover the range of temperatures experienced in Laramie during a calendar year. 

The year-round temperatures of Laramie, WY as reported by Weather Spark [4] are shown in 

Figure 3.  
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Figure 3. Average daily high (red) and average daily low (blue) temperatures of Laramie, Wyoming over the course 

of a calendar year [4]. 

 

Wind speeds of 0, 3, 5 and 7 
𝑚

𝑠
 are selected as the free stream wind velocity inputs for the model. 

A wind speed of zero is selected to analyze the case where heat transfer is due to natural 

convection. The remaining wind speeds are selected as they encompass the high and low mean 

wind speeds in Laramie, WY throughout the year. The year-round winds speeds for Laramie, 

WY as reported by Weather Spark [4] are shown below in Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4. Year-round average wind speeds in Laramie, WY [4].  
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Results and Discussion 

The results from the heat transfer model are contained herein. Below, heat transfer induced by 

external wind is shown as a function of free stream temperature and velocity for wind flow 

parallel to the wall (β=0º), wind flow at a 45º angle (β=45º) and wind flow perpendicular to the 

wall (β=90º). These plots are produced in order to compare and contrast the effects of wind 

temperature, wind speed and wind direction on the overall heat transfer of the modeled wall.  
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Figure 5. Heat transfer is shown as a function of free stream temperature and velocity for a) wind flow parallel to 

the wall (β=0º), b) wind flow at a 45º angle (β=45º) and c) wind flow perpendicular to the wall (β=90º).  

 

Figure 5, above, shows that heat transfer through the modeled wall is most influenced by the 

free stream temperature. At the maximum free stream velocity, a change in free stream 

temperature from -7 ºC to 18 ºC results in a 162W heat transfer difference while a change in free 

stream velocity from 0 
𝑚

𝑠
 to 7 

𝑚

𝑠
 only results in a 22W heat transfer difference at the coolest free 

stream temperature. A combination of the coolest free stream temperature and fastest wind speed 

intuitively results in the greatest amount of heat transfer through the wall.  

The presented case of a zero wind speed correlates to natural convection. It is observed that the 

natural convection scenarios have smaller amounts of heat transfer than forced convection, 

which is to be expected [4]. The largest amount of heat transfer due to natural convection occurs 

when the free stream temperature is the coolest. For all wind velocities and temperatures, it is 

observed that the incident angle of the wind has little effect on the heat transfer results for this 

model. 

 

Comparison to Existing Literature 

 

By examining Figure 5, it can be concluded that the effect of wind velocity is greater than the 

effect of wind direction on the overall heat transfer of the wall, which was also a conclusion of 

the study conducted by Zhang et al. [1]. However, it must be noted that the incident angle of the 

wind was only accounted for in the laminar flow region of the model, which is usually only 

~10% of the wall length for the selected wind velocities. Turbulent flow regions were considered 

with all flow being parallel to the wall. Thus, the incident angle could have more of an effect on 

heat transfer than what the model depicts. 
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To validate the results of the new model, convective heat transfer coefficients (CHTCs) produced 

by the model are compared with those obtained from existing research. T. Defraeye and J. 

Carmeliet conducted a study in which they calculated a CHTC for average wind speeds at four 

different locations on the globe [2]. They considered the wall temperature to remain constant at 

20°C and the free stream wind temperature to be 10°C. A mean CHTC of all incident angles is 

reported for an associated mean wind velocity. Averaging CHTCs over all incident angles, 

inputting T∞=10°C, and inputting the same wind velocities into the Matlab model produces the 

results shown below in Table 1. Clearly, this provides some degree of validation for the model, 

as the largest percent difference is 17.4%.  

 
Table 1. Comparison of mean convective heat transfer coefficients (CHTCs) from [2] for various wind speeds. 

 

 

  Mean CHTC (W/mK) 
 

U (m/s) Source [2] Model ∆ (%) 

2.1 5.5 5.67 3.09 

4.5 11.3 12.65 11.95 

5.1 12.3 14.23 15.69 

9.7 21.5 25.24 17.40 

 

 

Discrepancies between the two models can be partially attributed to the fact that the new Matlab 

model is not able to input an exact exterior wall temperature as done in T. Defraeye’s model [2].  

While his model is almost certainly more accurate, as it uses many complex CFD simulations to 

obtain CHTC correlations, the Matlab model is seen to give relatively similar results in only 

approximately 10 seconds of runtime. The new Matlab model is seen to diverge from the other 

model as wind speed increases, due to exaggerated convection effects at higher wind speeds and 

the different methods by which the two programs calculate the CHTC. 

 

Comparing the Matlab model to the work of B. Blocken et al. (Table 2) yields similar results. 

This time, the reference wind velocity is held constant at 8 
𝑚

𝑠
, the free stream wind temperature 

again held at 10°C, and CHTCs are tabulated for four different β values. As expected, the CHTC, 

and therefore the overall heat transfer, increases as β approaches 90°. Note that the Matlab model 

becomes less accurate for larger β; namely, the calculated CHTCs become less and less than 

those from B. Blocken [3]. This is an indication that the assumption to only consider incident 

angles in the laminar flow region causes the calculated heat transfer to be an underestimate. In 

other words, considering incident angles in the turbulent regime would likely increase the 

calculated CHTCs, and thus more closely match values from the more accurate CFD model [3]. 
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Table 2. Comparison of convective heat transfer coefficients (CHTCs) from [3] for reference wind speed of U=8 
𝑚

𝑠
   

 

 
CHTC (W/mK) 

 

β(°) Source [3]  Model ∆ (%) 

22.5 24.3 21.8 10.10 

45 26.4 21.9 17.00 

67.5 26.4 22.0 16.64 

90 29.3 22.2 24.17 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

In summation, a heat transfer Matlab program accounting for conduction through an external 

wall as well as external convection outside the wall has successfully been developed. The model 

determines the heat transfer rate for various external wind conditions. Results from previously 

conducted studies have verified the model’s functionality, and the general understanding of heat 

transfer through a wall exposed to various wind conditions has been improved. It can be 

concluded that while the wind velocity has a greater effect on heat transfer through the wall than 

the wind direction, overall heat transfer through the wall is most sensitive to the external free 

stream temperature. This model could be further improved by implementing more specific 

convection correlations, accounting for the wind’s incident angle throughout the turbulent 

boundary layer region, and by considering more complex forms of heat transfer such as 

radiation.  
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Appendices: 

I. Matlab Model Flowchart 

II. Matlab Script 
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Appendix I: Matlab Model Flowchart 
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CONVECTION DESIGN PROJECT
%ME5452-01

%David Tobin
%Luke McLaughlin
%Brendan Taedter

%Original conduction script outline provied by M. Stoellinger

%Cited Equations #'s/Correlations are from Convection Heat Trasnsfer,
%Bejan, 4th Edition

%Note: All parameters in base SI units (m, W, K, etc.) and their
%derivitives (eg. W/(m*k)) unless otherwise stated.

Inputs
clear
clc
close all

T_inf_array = [266 278 291]; %Wind temperature (K)
U_inf_array = [0 3 5 7]; %Wind bulk velocity (m/s)
Beta_array = [0 45 90]; %Incident angle of wind (degrees)

T_i = 293; %Inside temperature
L_wall_segment = 0.65; %Length of wall segment
W_wall = 0.15; %Width of wall segment
H_wall = 2.5; %Height of wall segment
k_wb = .17; %Thermal conductivity of wallboard
k_hw = .16; %Thermal conductivity of hardwood
k_in = .049; %Thermal conductivity of insulation
Ni = 130; %Number of cells in x-direction (must be multiple of 130)
Nj = 75; %Number of cells in y-direction (must be multiple of 75)
Tol = 10e-3; %Tolerance for Delta_q during T_o iteration

1

Appendix II: Matlab Model Script



n_max = 10; %Iteration Limit

Beta, T_inf, U_inf For-Loops Initilizations
%Display run time estimation
fprintf ('Cases to Compute: %.0f\nEstimated Time: %.1f(min)\n\n',...
    numel(T_inf_array)*numel(U_inf_array)*numel(Beta_array),...
    numel(T_inf_array)*numel(U_inf_array)*numel(Beta_array)*15/60)

%Initialize for loops for all parameters
for Beta = Beta_array
    T_inf_index = 1;
    U_inf_index = 1;
    q_final_array = zeros(length(U_inf_array),length(T_inf_array));
    for T_inf = T_inf_array
        for U_inf = U_inf_array

T_o While-Loop Initialization
tic %Start performance timer
q_cond = 0; %Initiate q_cond and q_conv to force first-
q_conv = Tol+1; %-iteration of while-loop
n = 1; %While-loop index
T_o = zeros(1,n_max); %Array to track T_o guesses
Delta_q = zeros(1,n_max); %Array to track q_cond-q_conv
T_o(1) = T_inf+0.1*abs(T_i-T_inf); %Initial guess for T_o

while (abs(q_cond-q_conv) > Tol && n<=n_max)

Find Heat Rate Through the Wall Due to Con-
duction

%Mesh Initialization
Nc=Ni*Nj; %Total number of cells
dx=L_wall_segment/Ni; %Horizontal length of cells
dy=W_wall/Nj; %Vertical length of cells
L_wall=L_wall_segment * 10;%Length of total wall segment

%Linear System of Equations Initialization
A=zeros(Nc,Nc); %Coefficient matrix
Q=zeros(Nc,1); %RHS vector of known quantities

%Define Variable K mesh
K=zeros(Nj,Ni);
K(:,:)=k_in;
for i = 1:(.008*Nj/.15)
    K(i,:)=k_hw;
end
for i = (.008*Nj/.15)+1:(.008*Nj/.15)+(Nj*.13/.15)
    for j = (Ni/2)-((.04*Ni)/(2*.65))+1:(Ni/2)+((.04*Ni)/(2*.65))
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        K(i,j)=k_hw;
    end
end
for i = (.008*Nj/.15)+(Nj*.13/.15)+1:Nj
    K(i,:)=k_wb;
end

%Internal Cells Energy Balance
for j = 2:Ni-1
    for i = 2:Nj-1
        P = (Ni*(Nj-2)+2)-(Ni*(i-2))+(j-2); %Cell index

        N = P+(Ni);  % North index
        k = mean([K(i,j),K(i-1,j)]); %Average k
        AN = -k*(dx/dy); %North coefficient
        A(P,N) = AN; %Place North coefficient

        S = P-(Ni);  % South index
        k = mean([K(i,j),K(i+1,j)]); %Average k
        AS = -k*(dx/dy); %South coefficient
        A(P,S) = AS; %Place South coefficient

        E = P+1; % East index
        k = mean([K(i,j),K(i,j+1)]); %Average k
        AE = -k*(dy/dx); %East coefficient
        A(P,E) = AE; %Place East coefficient

        W = P-1; %West index
        k = mean([K(i,j),K(i,j-1)]); %Average k
        AW = -k*(dy/dx); %West coefficient
        A(P,W) = AW; %Place West coefficient

        AP = -(AN+AS+AE+AW); %Cell coefficient
        A(P,P) = AP; %Place Cell coefficient
        Q(P) = 0; %RHS vector
    end
end

%North Boundary Cells Energy Balance
i=1;
for j = 2:Ni-1
        P = (Ni*(Nj-2)+2)-(Ni*(i-2))+(j-2); %Cell index

        k = K(i,j); %Average k
        AN = -k*(dx/(dy/2)); %North coefficient

        S = P-(Ni);  % South index
        k = mean([K(i,j),K(i+1,j)]); %Average k
        AS = -k*(dx/dy); %South coefficient
        A(P,S) = AS; %Place South coefficient

        E = P+1; % East index
        k = mean([K(i,j),K(i,j+1)]); %Average k
        AE = -k*(dy/dx); %East coefficient
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        A(P,E) = AE; %Place East coefficient

        W = P-1; %West index
        k = mean([K(i,j),K(i,j-1)]); %Average k
        AW = -k*(dy/dx); %West coefficient
        A(P,W) = AW; %Place West coefficient

        AP = -(AN+AS+AE+AW); %Cell coefficient
        A(P,P) = AP; %Place Cell coefficient
        Q(P) = -(T_o(n)*AN); %RHS vector
end

%South Boundary Cells Energy Balance
i=75;
for j = 2:Ni-1
        P = (Ni*(Nj-2)+2)-(Ni*(i-2))+(j-2); %Cell index

        N = P+(Ni);  % North index
        k = mean([K(i,j),K(i-1,j)]); %Average k
        AN = -k*(dx/dy); %North coefficient
        A(P,N) = AN; %Place North coefficient

        k = K(i,j); %Average k
        AS = -k*(dx/(dy/2)); %South coefficient

        E = P+1; % East index
        k = mean([K(i,j),K(i,j+1)]); %Average k
        AE = -k*(dy/dx); %East coefficient
        A(P,E) = AE; %Place East coefficient

        W = P-1; %West index
        k = mean([K(i,j),K(i,j-1)]); %Average k
        AW = -k*(dy/dx); %West coefficient
        A(P,W) = AW; %Place West coefficient

        AP = -(AN+AS+AE+AW); %Cell coefficient
        A(P,P) = AP; %Place Cell coefficient
        Q(P) = -(T_i*AS); %RHS vector
end

%East Boundary Cells Energy Balance
j=130;
for i = 2:Nj-1
        P = (Ni*(Nj-2)+2)-(Ni*(i-2))+(j-2); %Cell index

        N = P+(Ni);  % North index
        k = mean([K(i,j),K(i-1,j)]); %Average k
        AN = -k*(dx/dy); %North coefficient
        A(P,N) = AN; %Place North coefficient

        S = P-(Ni);  % South index
        k = mean([K(i,j),K(i+1,j)]); %Average k
        AS = -k*(dx/dy); %South coefficient
        A(P,S) = AS; %Place South coefficient
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        AE = 0; %East coefficient

        W = P-1; %West index
        k = mean([K(i,j),K(i,j-1)]); %Average k
        AW = -k*(dy/dx); %West coefficient
        A(P,W) = AW; %Place West coefficient

        AP = -(AN+AS+AE+AW); %Cell coefficient
        A(P,P) = AP; %Place Cell coefficient
        Q(P) = 0; %RHS vector
end

%West Boundary Cells Energy Balance
j=1;
for i = 2:Nj-1
        P = (Ni*(Nj-2)+2)-(Ni*(i-2))+(j-2); %Cell index

        N = P+(Ni);  % North index
        k = mean([K(i,j),K(i-1,j)]); %Average k
        AN = -k*(dx/dy); %North coefficient
        A(P,N) = AN; %Place North coefficient

        S = P-(Ni);  % South index
        k = mean([K(i,j),K(i+1,j)]); %Average k
        AS = -k*(dx/dy); %South coefficient
        A(P,S) = AS; %Place South coefficient

        E = P+1; % East index
        k = mean([K(i,j),K(i,j+1)]); %Average k
        AE = -k*(dy/dx); %East coefficient
        A(P,E) = AE; %Place East coefficient

        AW = 0; %West coefficient

        AP = -(AN+AS+AE+AW); %Cell coefficient
        A(P,P) = AP; %Place Cell coefficient
        Q(P) = 0; %RHS vector
end

%NW Corner Cell Energy Balance
i = 1;
j = 1;
        P = (Ni*(Nj-2)+2)-(Ni*(i-2))+(j-2); %Cell index

        k = K(i,j); %Average k
        AN = -k*(dx/(dy/2)); %North coefficient

        S = P-(Ni);  % South index
        k = mean([K(i,j),K(i+1,j)]); %Average k
        AS = -k*(dx/dy); %South coefficient
        A(P,S) = AS; %Place South coefficient

        E = P+1; % East index
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        k = mean([K(i,j),K(i,j+1)]); %Average k
        AE = -k*(dy/dx); %East coefficient
        A(P,E) = AE; %Place East coefficient

        AW = 0; %West coefficient

        AP = -(AN+AS+AE+AW); %Cell coefficient
        A(P,P) = AP; %Place Cell coefficient
        Q(P) = -(T_o(n)*AN); %RHS vector

%NE Corner Cell Energy Balance
i = 1;
j = 130;
        P = (Ni*(Nj-2)+2)-(Ni*(i-2))+(j-2); %Cell index

        k = K(i,j); %Average k
        AN = -k*(dx/(dy/2)); %North coefficient

        S = P-(Ni);  % South index
        k = mean([K(i,j),K(i+1,j)]); %Average k
        AS = -k*(dx/dy); %South coefficient
        A(P,S) = AS; %Place South coefficient

        AE = 0; %East coefficient

        W = P-1; %West index
        k = mean([K(i,j),K(i,j-1)]); %Average k
        AW = -k*(dy/dx); %West coefficient
        A(P,W) = AW; %Place West coefficient

        AP = -(AN+AS+AE+AW); %Cell coefficient
        A(P,P) = AP; %Place Cell coefficient
        Q(P) = -(T_o(n)*AN); %RHS vector

%SW Corner Cell Energy Balance
i = 75;
j = 1;
        P = (Ni*(Nj-2)+2)-(Ni*(i-2))+(j-2); %Cell index

        N = P+(Ni);  % North index
        k = mean([K(i,j),K(i-1,j)]); %Average k
        AN = -k*(dx/dy); %North coefficient
        A(P,N) = AN; %Place North coefficient

        k = K(i,j); %Average k
        AS = -k*(dx/(dy/2)); %South coefficient

        E = P+1; % East index
        k = mean([K(i,j),K(i,j+1)]); %Average k
        AE = -k*(dy/dx); %East coefficient
        A(P,E) = AE; %Place East coefficient

        AW = 0; %West coefficient
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        AP = -(AN+AS+AE+AW); %Cell coefficient
        A(P,P) = AP; %Place Cell coefficient
        Q(P) = -(T_i*AS); %RHS vector

%SE Corner Cell Energy Balance
i = 75;
j = 130;
        P = (Ni*(Nj-2)+2)-(Ni*(i-2))+(j-2); %Cell index

        N = P+(Ni);  % North index
        k = mean([K(i,j),K(i-1,j)]); %Average k
        AN = -k*(dx/dy); %North coefficient
        A(P,N) = AN; %Place North coefficient

        k = K(i,j); %Average k
        AS = -k*(dx/(dy/2)); %South coefficient

        AE = 0; %East coefficient

        W = P-1; %West index
        k = mean([K(i,j),K(i,j-1)]); %Average k
        AW = -k*(dy/dx); %West coefficient
        A(P,W) = AW; %Place West coefficient

        AP = -(AN+AS+AE+AW); %Cell coefficient
        A(P,P) = AP; %Place Cell coefficient
        Q(P) = -(T_i*AS); %RHS vector

%Solve Linear System of Equations for Cell Center Temperatures
T = linsolve(A,Q);

%Find q_cond with Fourier's Law
Q_bottomrow = zeros(1,Ni);
for i=1:Ni
    Q_bottomrow(i) = -k_wb*((T(i)-T_i)/(dy/2))*dx*H_wall;
end
Q_TOTAL_bottom = (sum(Q_bottomrow))*10;
Q_toprow = zeros(1,Ni);
for i=1:Ni
    Q_toprow (i) = k_hw*((T(Ni*(Nj-1)+i)-T_o(n))/(dy/2))*dx*H_wall;
end
Q_TOTAL_top = (sum(Q_toprow))*10;

q_cond = mean([Q_TOTAL_bottom, Q_TOTAL_top]);

Determine Fluid Properties
T_film = (T_inf + T_o(n))/2-273; %Film temperature in C
prop_index = 0; %Index for property selection

k_data = [0.020 0.024 0.025 0.025 0.026 0.028 0.032]; %W/mk
v_data = [0.092 0.132 0.141 0.150 0.160 0.188 0.230]/100^2; %m^2/s
Pr_data = [0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.70 0.70];
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Ra_H_gen_data = [367 148 125 107 90.7 57.1 34.8]*100^3; %1/(m^3*K)

if (T_film <= -25)
    prop_index = 1;
elseif (T_film > -25 && T_film <= 5)
    prop_index = 2;
elseif (T_film > 5 && T_film <= 15)
    prop_index = 3;
elseif (T_film > 15 && T_film <= 25)
    prop_index = 4;
elseif (T_film > 25 && T_film <= 45)
    prop_index = 5;
elseif (T_film > 45 && T_film <= 80)
    prop_index = 6;
elseif (T_film > 80)
    prop_index = 7;
end

k_air = k_data(prop_index); %Thermal conductivity at current T_film
v_air = v_data(prop_index); %Kinematic Viscosity at current T_film
Pr_air = Pr_data(prop_index); %Prandtl at current T_film
Ra_H_flux = Ra_H_gen_data(prop_index); %Ra_H/(H^3*T) at current T_film

Find Heat Rate Out of the Wall Due to Convec-
tion

Delta_T = abs(T_inf - T_o(n)); %Delta T

if (U_inf==0) %Natural Convection
    Gr_crit = 1.5e9; %Critical Grashof Number (Table 6.1)
    H_crit = ((Pr_air*Gr_crit)/(Delta_T*Ra_H_flux))^(1/3); %Critical
 height

    Ra_H_lam = Ra_H_flux * (H_crit)^3 * Delta_T;
        %Raleigh Number in laminar region
    Ra_H_turb = Ra_H_flux * (H_wall)^3 * Delta_T;
        %Raleigh Number in turbulent region

    Nu_av_lam = 0.8*(Ra_H_lam*Pr_air)^0.25;
        %Laminar Coerrelation (Eq. 4.66')
    Nu_av_turb = (0.825+(0.387*Ra_H_turb^(1/6))/...
        (1+(0.492/Pr_air)^(9/16))^(8/27))^2;
        %Turbulent Correlation (Eq. 7.115)

    h_lam = Nu_av_lam*k_air/H_crit;
    h_turb = Nu_av_turb*k_air/H_wall;

    if (H_crit >= H_wall)
        n_lam = 1; %Percent of wall that is laminar
        n_turb = 0; %Percent of wall that is turbulent
    else
        n_lam = H_crit/H_wall; %Percent of wall that is laminar
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        n_turb = 1 - n_lam; %Percent of wall that is turbulent
    end

    h_total = h_lam*n_lam+h_turb*n_turb; %Total h for both regimes

else %Forced Convection
    Re_crit = 3.5e5; %Critical Reynolds Number (Table 6.1)
    x_crit = Re_crit*v_air/U_inf; %Critical Location
    Beta_rad = deg2rad(Beta)*2;
    Beta_coeff = 0.0049*Beta_rad^3-0.0197*Beta_rad^2+...
        0.0791*Beta_rad+0.2894;

    Re_x_lam = U_inf*x_crit/v_air;
        %Reynolds Number in laminar region
    Re_x_turb = U_inf*L_wall/v_air;
        %Reynolds Number in turbulent region

    Nu_av_lam = Beta_coeff*Re_x_lam^(1/2);
        %Laminar Coerrelation (Table 2.3)
    Nu_av_turb = 0.037*Re_x_turb^(4/5)*Pr_air^(1/3);
        %Turbulent Correlation (7.78")

    h_lam = Nu_av_lam*k_air/x_crit;
    h_turb = Nu_av_turb*k_air/L_wall;

    if (x_crit >= L_wall)
        n_lam = 1; %Percent of wall that is laminar
        n_turb = 0; %Percent of wall that is turbulent
    else
        n_lam = x_crit/L_wall; %Percent of wall that is laminar
        n_turb = 1 - n_lam; %Percent of wall that is turbulent
    end

    h_total = h_lam*n_lam+h_turb*n_turb; %Total h for both regimes
end

q_conv_flux = h_total*Delta_T;
A_wall = H_wall * L_wall;
q_conv = q_conv_flux * A_wall;

Log Delta_q and Define T_o for Final Iteration
Delta_q(n) = q_cond-q_conv;

if (n>=2)
    Slope = (Delta_q(n) - Delta_q(n-1))/(T_o(n) - T_o(n-1)); %Backward
 Dif.
    T_o(n+1) = T_o(n) - Delta_q(n)/Slope; %Newton's Method
else
    T_o(n+1) = T_o(n) + 0.1; %Small step for 2nd point
end

n=n+1; %Incriment index
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end

Display Results / Make Plots
        q_final = (q_cond+q_conv)/2;
        fprintf (['B = %.0f   T_inf = %.0f   U_inf = %.0f \nh =
 %.1f'...
            '(W/mK)\nq = %.1f(W)\nT_o = %.1f (C)\nIterations
 Required:'...
            '%.0f\nComputational Time: %.3f (s)'...
            '\n----------------------------------------\n'] ,...
            [Beta T_inf U_inf h_total q_final T_o(n-1)-273.15 n-1
 toc])
        q_final_array(U_inf_index,T_inf_index) = q_final;
        U_inf_index = U_inf_index+1;

B = 0   T_inf = 266   U_inf = 0 
h = 2.5(W/mK)
q = 153.3(W)
T_o = -3.3 (C)
Iterations Required:5
Computational Time: 22.210 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 0   T_inf = 266   U_inf = 3 
h = 8.7(W/mK)
q = 170.6(W)
T_o = -5.9 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 13.019 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 0   T_inf = 266   U_inf = 5 
h = 14.3(W/mK)
q = 173.7(W)
T_o = -6.4 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 12.954 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 0   T_inf = 266   U_inf = 7 
h = 19.3(W/mK)
q = 175.0(W)
T_o = -6.6 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 13.005 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 0   T_inf = 278   U_inf = 0 
h = 2.1(W/mK)
q = 83.2(W)
T_o = 7.3 (C)
Iterations Required:5
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Computational Time: 21.511 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 0   T_inf = 278   U_inf = 3 
h = 8.4(W/mK)
q = 94.7(W)
T_o = 5.5 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 13.189 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 0   T_inf = 278   U_inf = 5 
h = 14.0(W/mK)
q = 96.4(W)
T_o = 5.3 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 13.241 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 0   T_inf = 278   U_inf = 7 
h = 19.0(W/mK)
q = 97.2(W)
T_o = 5.2 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 12.713 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 0   T_inf = 291   U_inf = 0 
h = 1.2(W/mK)
q = 9.9(W)
T_o = 18.3 (C)
Iterations Required:5
Computational Time: 21.405 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 0   T_inf = 291   U_inf = 3 
h = 7.9(W/mK)
q = 12.6(W)
T_o = 17.9 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 12.804 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 0   T_inf = 291   U_inf = 5 
h = 13.2(W/mK)
q = 12.8(W)
T_o = 17.9 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 12.819 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 0   T_inf = 291   U_inf = 7 
h = 18.0(W/mK)
q = 12.9(W)
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T_o = 17.9 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 12.873 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 45   T_inf = 266   U_inf = 0 
h = 2.5(W/mK)
q = 153.3(W)
T_o = -3.3 (C)
Iterations Required:5
Computational Time: 21.732 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 45   T_inf = 266   U_inf = 3 
h = 8.9(W/mK)
q = 170.8(W)
T_o = -6.0 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 12.672 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 45   T_inf = 266   U_inf = 5 
h = 14.5(W/mK)
q = 173.8(W)
T_o = -6.4 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 12.784 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 45   T_inf = 266   U_inf = 7 
h = 19.5(W/mK)
q = 175.0(W)
T_o = -6.6 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 12.950 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 45   T_inf = 278   U_inf = 0 
h = 2.1(W/mK)
q = 83.2(W)
T_o = 7.3 (C)
Iterations Required:5
Computational Time: 21.544 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 45   T_inf = 278   U_inf = 3 
h = 8.7(W/mK)
q = 94.8(W)
T_o = 5.5 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 14.947 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 45   T_inf = 278   U_inf = 5 
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h = 14.2(W/mK)
q = 96.5(W)
T_o = 5.3 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 13.920 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 45   T_inf = 278   U_inf = 7 
h = 19.2(W/mK)
q = 97.2(W)
T_o = 5.2 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 14.349 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 45   T_inf = 291   U_inf = 0 
h = 1.2(W/mK)
q = 9.9(W)
T_o = 18.3 (C)
Iterations Required:5
Computational Time: 21.121 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 45   T_inf = 291   U_inf = 3 
h = 8.1(W/mK)
q = 12.6(W)
T_o = 17.9 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 13.937 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 45   T_inf = 291   U_inf = 5 
h = 13.4(W/mK)
q = 12.8(W)
T_o = 17.9 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 14.909 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 45   T_inf = 291   U_inf = 7 
h = 18.2(W/mK)
q = 12.9(W)
T_o = 17.9 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 12.916 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 90   T_inf = 266   U_inf = 0 
h = 2.5(W/mK)
q = 153.3(W)
T_o = -3.3 (C)
Iterations Required:5
Computational Time: 23.319 (s)
----------------------------------------
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B = 90   T_inf = 266   U_inf = 3 
h = 9.1(W/mK)
q = 171.0(W)
T_o = -6.0 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 13.123 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 90   T_inf = 266   U_inf = 5 
h = 14.7(W/mK)
q = 173.8(W)
T_o = -6.4 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 12.823 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 90   T_inf = 266   U_inf = 7 
h = 19.8(W/mK)
q = 175.0(W)
T_o = -6.6 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 13.505 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 90   T_inf = 278   U_inf = 0 
h = 2.1(W/mK)
q = 83.2(W)
T_o = 7.3 (C)
Iterations Required:5
Computational Time: 23.885 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 90   T_inf = 278   U_inf = 3 
h = 8.9(W/mK)
q = 94.9(W)
T_o = 5.5 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 13.189 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 90   T_inf = 278   U_inf = 5 
h = 14.4(W/mK)
q = 96.5(W)
T_o = 5.3 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 12.987 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 90   T_inf = 278   U_inf = 7 
h = 19.4(W/mK)
q = 97.2(W)
T_o = 5.2 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 12.526 (s)
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----------------------------------------

B = 90   T_inf = 291   U_inf = 0 
h = 1.2(W/mK)
q = 9.9(W)
T_o = 18.3 (C)
Iterations Required:5
Computational Time: 21.292 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 90   T_inf = 291   U_inf = 3 
h = 8.4(W/mK)
q = 12.6(W)
T_o = 17.9 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 12.607 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 90   T_inf = 291   U_inf = 5 
h = 13.7(W/mK)
q = 12.8(W)
T_o = 17.9 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 12.728 (s)
----------------------------------------

B = 90   T_inf = 291   U_inf = 7 
h = 18.4(W/mK)
q = 12.9(W)
T_o = 17.9 (C)
Iterations Required:3
Computational Time: 12.383 (s)
----------------------------------------

        end %End U_inf loop
    U_inf_index = 1;
    T_inf_index = T_inf_index+1;
    end %End T_inf Loop

if (numel(T_inf_array)>1 && numel(U_inf_array)>1) %Format Plot
    x_num = length(T_inf_array);
    y_num = length(U_inf_array);
    total_num = x_num*y_num;
    figure
    surf( T_inf_array-273, U_inf_array, q_final_array )
    rotate3d on
    shading interp
    t_plot=(sprintf(['Total Heat Rate Through The Wall\nT_i = '...
        '%d (C)   &   \\beta = %d(\\circ)'],T_i-273, Beta));
    title(t_plot,'Fontsize',18,'fontweight','bold')
    ylabel(sprintf('U_{\\infty}(m/
s)'),'Fontsize',17,'fontweight','bold')
    xlabel(sprintf('T_{\\infty}
(C)'),'Fontsize',17,'fontweight','bold')
    zlabel('q (W)','Fontsize',17,'fontweight','bold')
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    set(gca,'fontsize',17)
    view(33,23)
    colormap (parula)
    labels =
 cellstr(num2str(reshape(round(q_final_array,1),total_num,1)));
    dx = 0.1; dy = 0.1; dz=0.1;
    text(reshape(repmat(T_inf_array',1,y_num)',1,total_num)-273, ...
        repmat(U_inf_array,1,x_num),
 reshape(q_final_array,total_num,1),...
        labels,'Fontsize',16);
else
    fprintf('(No Surface Plot Returned for a 1D Calculation)\n')
end

end %End Betta Loop

Cases to Compute: 36
Estimated Time: 9.0(min)

Additonal Plots
%Visual Representation of K mesh
figure
surf(flipud(K),'EdgeColor','None');
colorbar;
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xlabel('x')
ylabel('y')
title('Visual Representation of K mesh [W/mk]');
colormap(jet)
view(2)

%Temperature Profile in Wall Segment
figure
T_re = (transpose(reshape(T,130,75)))-273.15;
xp = (0:L_wall_segment/(Ni-1):L_wall_segment)';
yp = (0:W_wall/(Nj-1):W_wall)';
pcolor (xp,yp,T_re)
colormap (jet)
hold on;
shading interp;
contour(xp,yp,T_re,'Linecolor','k');
colorbar;
xlabel('x (m)','fontsize',20)
ylabel('y (m)','fontsize',20)
title(['Resulting Temperature Profile for a Single '...
       'Wall Segment [C]'],'fontsize',25);
caxis([min(min(T_re)) max(max(T_re))])
set(gca,'fontsize',15)
xlim ([0 .65])
ylim ([0 .15])
axis equal
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